  

#StopAdani
How to Get Local Media
Use this guide to maximise local media coverage of your #StopAdani actions and events!
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As any Millennial can tell you - ‘pics or it didn’t happen’,
It’s vital that the movement to #StopAdani is visible,
Remember to always take photos of what you’re doing,
Upload them to social media, or ask someone else to,
And always use the hashtag #StopAdani in your posts.

MEDIA ALERTS AND RELEASES
Media alerts - these are for sending to the media before your action or event. The goal is to grab the
media’s interest and let them know the details in advance.
Here’s an example of a media alert that you could adapt.
Hints for creating great media alerts.
●   Why it’s media worthy. What’s the key features and visuals that makes this a do-not-miss action
or event? No need for long descriptions, this is more like a teaser.
●   Who the organisers are. This is you! Again, what is the key feature that makes you an
interesting group? For example, local residents, school students, or grandparents.
●   What, where, and when it is. In addition to why it’s media worthy, give a little more
information, and include the location, date, start time, and likely finish time.
●   Keep it short. Alerts are rarely more than a title, basic details, and a paragraph.
●   Send it in an email. The subject line of the email should be ‘ALERT: [title of your action or
event]. Then copy and paste the media alert into the body of the email.

Media releases - these are for sending to the media immediately after your action or event. The goal
is to give the media all the information they need. Media releases are ideally accompanied by 2-3 of the
best photos from the day for the media to use.
Here is an example of a media release that you can adapt.
Hints for creating great media releases.

  

●   Eye catching title. Just like the headlines of a newspaper, summarise your event or action
into no more than seven words. This is your chance to grab their attention!
●   Opening paragraph. Make your opening paragraph short and include the most media worthy
feature of your action in this opening paragraph. Also important for this paragraph to include
what, where, and when the action or event happened.
●   Second paragraph. Now is your chance to add more information and background.
●   Opening quote. Just like the opening paragraph, the first quote should be the most media worthy
quote, from the most media worthy spokesperson.
●   Second quote. This could be more information from the first spokesperson, or a quote from a
second spokesperson to provide a diversity of voices.
●   Last paragraph. Finish with your demand, eg to keep going until we #StopAdani!
●   Include your contact details: More on the media roles of your group below, but this should
include contact details of your media liaison and of your spokespeople.
●   Add ‘###’ to the bottom. This lets the media know it’s the end of the release.
●   No more than a page. It’s rare that a media release about an action or an event is longer than a
page. The media will contact you if they want more information.
●   Send it in an email. The subject line of the email should be ‘RELEASE: [title of your action or
event]. Then copy and paste the media release into the body of the email.

WHAT’S MEDIA WORTHY?
Key features that will interest the media include:
●   Crowds of #StopAdani supporters,
●   Creative or striking props and stunts,
●   Banners and placards with clear messages,
●   Actions with an element of peaceful disruption,
●   Interesting or unlikely spokespeople.

LOGISTICS
Here are some tips to be media ready for your #StopAdani actions and events.
In the lead up:
●   Compile a list of local media contacts: print, radio, TV, bloggers, social media, etc - include
their names, phone, and email addresses. Source this information from the media outlet website;
sympathetic politicians; other local campaigners).
●   Write a timeline for your media engagement - see suggested approach below,
●   Make sure the spokesperson is comfortable with the talking points and has practiced some tricky
questions.
Roles on the day:
●   Spokesperson - ideally they don’t have any other responsibilities at the action or event so they
can focus on speaking to the media,
●   Media liaison
○   Off-site - the person who sends out the media alert and does follow up calls to the media.
This is usually also the person who sends out the media release after the action or event
with 2-3 of the best photos,
○   On-ground - someone to look for and greet the media, then introduce them to the
spokesperson. Sometimes this is the same person as the off-site media liaison, to help
create a relationship with the local media,
●   Crowd coordinator - someone with a loud voice or microphone to get everyone in position for
the media to capture photos and videos.

TIMELINE

  

Here is an example timeline that you could use for your #StopAdani action or event.
3 days before - Send a media alert about the upcoming action or event to your entire list of media
contacts prepared as mentioned above. Or if you know a journalist in the local media who you can trust,
offer them an exclusive. This means you’ll give them the full details before any of the other local media,
on the condition that they cover your action.
1 day before - Call media to confirm they received the alert, to pitch the contents of the alert, and find out
if they are interested in attending.
7:00am on day of action or event - Resend your media alert to your entire list of media contacts. Begin
calling media again, especially daily news outlets - most daily news teams plan their day around 8:30am.
As the action or event starts - If media that were interested haven’t shown up, put through a reminder
call.
After the action or event - Select 2-3 of the best photos and send them with a media release to your
entire list of media contacts. Aim to send this within an hour of the action or event finishing. Re-call
media that expressed interest and offer interviews with the spokesperson.
Hint - Don’t call media just to ask if they have received your release. They don’t have time to respond to
every email they receive. Instead call media to pitch the contents of the release over the phone and then
ask if they have received your release.

COLLECTING MEDIA
After your #StopAdani action or event, please track the coverage you received.
●   Scan print newspaper articles,  
●   Collect links to online articles,
●   Note down when radio and TV interviews were broadcasted.
Send these through to media@stopadani.com so we can track coverage across the country. Bringing your
coverage to meetings with banks and local politicians is also useful - it demonstrates that you are making
a splash!

